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Abstract
In this paper we present a new a posteriori adaptive finite element method
(FEM) directly using the error representation as a local error indicator, and representing the primal and dual solutions in the same finite element space (here piecewise continuous linear functions on the same mesh). Since this approach gives a
global a posteriori error estimate that is zero (due to the Galerkin orthogonality),
the error representation has historically been thought to contain no information
about the error. However, we show the opposite, that locally, the orthogonal error
representation behaves very similar to the non-orthogonal error representation using a quadratic approximation of the dual. We present evidence of this both in the
form of an a priori estimate for the local error indicator and a detailed computational investigation showing that the two methods exhibit very similar behavior and
performance, and thus confirming the theoretical prediction. We also present a stabilized version of the method for non-elliptic partial differential equations (PDE)
where the error representation is no longer orthogonal, and where both the local
error indicator and global error estimate behave similar to the error representation
using a quadratic approximation of the dual.
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Introduction

The setting of this paper is adaptive error control in FEM, which is a methodology
for satisfying a tolerance on the global discretization error measured in a quantity of
interest (drag/lift on an object, displacement of a region, etc.) by determining how the
cells in the mesh contribute to the global error and iteratively refining those cells which
have the largest contribution (or generating a new mesh in some other way to satisfy the
tolerance). This gives crucial reliability of the method for applications since a bound
on the discretization error is known, and efficiency since a mesh that in some sense is
optimal for a given tolerance can be constructed. An a posteriori error estimate gives a
bound on the error in terms of typically the residual, mesh size and other computable
quantities. The estimate can then be written as a sum of contributions from each cell
in the mesh, so-called error indicators and the cells with the largest contributions are
marked for refinement.
The standard approach to construct adaptive methods is to derive specific a posteriori error estimates for each partial differential equation (PDE) by using integration by
parts generating jump terms, Cauchy-Schwartz and interpolation estimates, or to represent the dual and primal in different spaces or meshes and use the error representation
directly since it is then non-orthogonal.
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In this paper we present a new a posteriori adaptive finite element method (FEM)
directly using the error representation as a local error indicator, and representing the
primal and dual solutions in the same finite element space (here piecewise continuous
linear functions on the same mesh). Since this approach gives a global a posteriori
error estimate that is zero (due to the Galerkin orthogonality), the error representation
has historically been thought to contain no information about the error. However, we
show the opposite, that locally, the orthogonal error representation behaves very similar to the non-orthogonal error representation using a quadratic approximation of the
dual. We present evidence of this both in the form of an a priori estimate for the local
error indicator and a detailed computational investigation showing that the two methods exhibit very similar behavior and performance, and thus confirming the theoretical
prediction. We also present a stabilized version of the method for non-elliptic partial
differential equations (PDE) where the error representation is no longer orthogonal,
and where both the local error indicator and global error estimate behave similar to the
error representation using a quadratic approximation of the dual.

1.1

Advantages of the method

We argue, based on the evidence we present in this paper, that the method has the
following advantages:
Automation and simplicity
There is no need for manual derivation and implementation of error estimates
specific to each equation or equation class.
The error estimates and analysis are much simpler, minimal in a sense, which
can make them more easily accessible, widespread (industry, teaching, etc.) and
easy to use.
For a linear stationary boundary value PDE written as the weak residual r(u, v),
the formulation appears to be the simplest and minimal possible for a goaloriented error-control method based on duality (see the text below for definition
of the notation):
r(u, v) = a(u, v) − L(v), ∀v ∈ V

(1)

the error indicator is simply:
EK = r(U, Φ)K

(2)

with U the continuous piecewise linear (cG(1)) FEM solution and with the cG(1)
dual solution Φ defined by the following dual problem with the goal functional
ψ as source:
a(w, Φ) = (w, ψ),

∀w ∈ Vh

(3)

Reliability and good performance The error indicator generated by the method is
proven in (41) to converge with other 2 + d to the exact error indicator (using the
exact dual):
kE(U, φ)(x) − E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)kL2 ≤ Ch2+d
2

(4)

We also state a variant of the estimate comparing against a piecewise quadratic
dual ΦcG(2) instead of the exact dual φ:
kE cG(2) (U, Φ)(x) − E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)kL2 ≤ Ch1+d

(5)

This shows that the method is reliable, and that the choice of a cG(1) approximation of the dual solution has very good performance. We also verify this in a
detailed computational study below.
Low cost and ease of implementation
Our adaptive algorithm does not require the computation of additional constructs
such as jump terms (which are part of standard a posterori error estimates), which
can be costly and complex to compute, especially in parallel or solution of additional local problems.
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State of the art

Babuska and Miller [1, 2] were the pioneers to use duality arguments in the context of
postprocessing “quantities of physical interest“ for elliptic problems. Our work is based
on the general framework developed by Eriksson & Johnson [10, 8, 9] and Becker &
Rannacher [5, 3] with co-workers.
One can distinguish 2 main approaches to address the fact that the global error
estimate vanishes when the dual solution is approximated in the same FE space as the
primal.

2.1

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

With this approach, using the solution of a dual problem constructed for the quantity
of interest as it will be explained later one will get (assuming necessary regularity on
the solution):
|M (u − U )| = (R(U ), φ)L2 (Ω) =

X

(R(U ), φ)L2 (K)

(6)

K∈τh

Where uis the exact solution, U is the computed solution, M is the functional for
the quantity of interest, R(U ) is the strong residual with possible interior facet jump
contributions and φ is the solution of the dual problem. Here Ω is the domain for the
partial differential equation and Th is its triangulation that is also used for constructing
the finite elements space. One can observe that using an approximation to φ from the
same FE space as the primal problem at first glance does not appear to make sense
since the resulting error representation will be zero due to the Galerkin orthogonality
(however, as we will see later in this paper, we show that the opposite is true and that
this has very good approximation properties).
But one can proceed with the Cauchy-Schwarz estimate to bound the error in the
quantity of interest as:
X
X
|M (u − U )| =
(R(U ), φ)L2 (K) ≤
kR(U )kL2 (K) kφkL2 (K)
(7)
K∈τh

K∈τh
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At this point one may also use interpolation estimates together with the Galerkin
orthogonality to have estimates including Dn φ derivatives of φ of some order [6, 9].
One may compute an approximation to kφkL2 (Ω) or derivatives of φ if interpolation
estimates are used.
Using the computed dual solution in the same FE space as the primal solution
for approximating kφkL2 (K) or kDn φkL2 (K) now appears to make sense since the
mechanism generating the orthogonality has been removed.

2.2

Enhanced dual approximation

Another approach is to compute the dual solution using a FE space that is different
than the space used for posing the primal problem. This way the Galerkin orthogonality
doesn’t render the approximation of φ with a computed dual for the bound in (7) invalid.
Many choices for choosing the FE space of the dual problem are possible as listed in
[11], including using a FE space with higher degree of polynomials, a FE space that is
using a supermesh obtained by global refinement, or refined adaptively by a posterori
estimate of the dual problem for the same degree of polynomials or even a higher degree
of polynomials if hp−adaptivity can be applied. These methods clearly increase the
computational cost which can be avoided by computing the dual problem using the
same FE space as the primal problem, but using patch-wise higher order interpolation
inside (7) as mentioned in [4] and [13].

3
3.1

Method description: representation adaptivity
Model problem

To analyze the framework we choose a convection-diffusion-reaction model problem
with α and  scalar coefficients representing reaction and diffusion respectively, and β
a vector coefficient representing the convective velocity. The model problem in weak
form reads:
r(u, v) = (αu, v) + (∇u, ∇v) + (β · ∇u, v) − (f, v) = 0,

∀v ∈ V

(8)

with the standard space V = Hg1 (Ω), Ω ⊂ R2 and g data on the boundary Γ.
(·, ·) = (·, ·)L2 is the L2 inner product, with L2 = L2 (Ω) the space of square-integrable
functions in Ω.
Choosing |β| = 0 we obtain an elliptic model problem which we occasionally use
below to simplify the analysis, we clearly specify where we do so.

3.2

Stabilized finite element method

We solve the model problem with a Galerkin/least-squares (GLS) stabilized finite element method with continuous piecewise linear basis functions (cG(1)), that is we seek
the FE solution U ∈ Vh ⊂ V with Vh defined using a simplicial tesselation Th of Ω
with h the maximum edge length in cell Kj . The method reads:
rS (U, v) = (αU, v) + (∇U, ∇v) + (β · ∇U, v) − (f, v)+

δ(αU + β · ∇U − f, αv + β · ∇v) = 0,

∀v ∈ Vh ,
(
δ=

4

U ∈ Vh

h
|β| , h
h2
|β| , h

≥

<

(9)

For the elliptic model problem with |β| = 0 no stabilization is needed, so we put
δ = 0.

3.3

A posteriori error estimation

We decompose the residual r(U, v) into bilinear and linear forms where:
r(U, v) = a(U, v) − L(v)

(10)

rS (U, v) = aS (U, v) − LS (v)

(11)

and:
L(v) = −r(0, v)

a(U, v) = r(U, v) + L(v)
LS (v) = −rS (0, v)

aS (U, v) = rS (U, v) + LS (v)

(12)

with the error e defined as:
e=u−U

(13)

By linearity:
−r(U, v) = r(u, v) − r(U, v) = a(u, v) − L(v) − a(U, v) + L(v) = a(e, v),

∀v ∈ V
(14)

using that Vh ⊂ V .
We are interested in bounding the error in a linear functional M (e) = (e, ψ) which
we refer to as the “output quantity” by a tolerance TOL:
|M (e)| = |(e, ψ)| < T OL
3.3.1

(15)

Dual problem

We introduce the dual problem for the dual solution φ with the functional ψ as source:
a(w, φ) = (w, ψ),

∀w ∈ V

(16)

noting that we have switched the order of the arguments in the bilinear form a(·, ·).
A discrete approximation Φ to the dual solution is computed with the same stabilized method as for the primal problem:
aS (w, Φ) − (w, ψ) = 0,
3.3.2

∀w ∈ Vh ,

Φ ∈ Vh

(17)

Dual of the dual

To represent the error in the approximation of the dual problem, we introduce the dual
of the dual solution φ2 which satisifes the following problem, again with the functional
ψ as source:
a(φ2 , w) = (ψ, w),

∀w ∈ V

(18)

again switching the order of the arguments to the bilinear form a(·, ·).
We compute an approximation Φ2 of φ2 , again using the same stabilized method
as for the primal U and the dual Φ:
aS (Φ2 , w) − (ψ, w) = 0,
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∀w ∈ Vh ,

Φ2 ∈ Vh

(19)

3.3.3

Error representation

We can express the error in the output quantity exactly by the residual and the dual
solution:
(e, ψ) = a(e, φ) = −r(U, φ)
3.3.4

(20)

A posteriori error estimate

An error estimate can trivially be stated which reads:
|(e, ψ)| = |r(U, φ)|

3.4

(21)

Adaptive error control

We are now ready to use our a posteriori error estimate to control the error in our finite
element discretization by adaptive mesh refinement.
To be able to compute the error estimate, we need to compute also the dual solution
by a finite element discretization. We introduce the discrete dual solution Φ and the
discrete a posteriori error estimate:
|r(U, Φ)|

(22)

Having the exact dual our error control would be based on satisfying:
|(e, ψ)| = |r(U, φ)| ≤ T OL

(23)

Using the computable error estimate the error control is instead based on satisfying:
|r(U, Φ)| ≤ T OL
3.4.1

(24)

Error indicator

To be able to decide which cells in the mesh T to refine, we write the error estimate as
a sum over all cells:
|r(U, Φ)| = |

M
X
j=1

r(U, Φ)Kj |

(25)

with M the number of cells in the mesh.
We denote this cell-based quantity as the error indicator E, with the cG(1) superscript indicating that the dual solution is approximated using cG(1) finite elements:
EK = r(U, φ)K

(26)

= r(U, Φ)K

(27)

cG(1)
EK

The error indicator can also be represented as a function in space E cG(1) (x) by
expansion in piecewise discontinuous constant basis functions θ ∈ Wh (θi = 1 in cell
Ki , and 0 in all other cells):
E cG(1) (x) =

M
X
j=1

cG(1)

EKj

θj (x) =

M
X
j=1

we denote this as the error indicator function.
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r(U, Φ)Kj θj (x)

(28)

3.4.2

Adaptive mesh refinement algorithm

Based on the error indicator we can now form adaptive algorithms for how to construct
finite element meshes optimized to control the error in the functional M (U ).
Starting from an initial coarse mesh T 0 , one simple such algorithm takes the form:
let k = 0 then do
Algorithm 1 Adaptive mesh refinement
1. For the mesh T k : compute the primal problem and the dual problem.
PM R
2. If j=1 Kj E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)dx < T OL or |M (U k ) − M (U k−1 )| < γ ∗ T OL
then stop, else:
R
3. Mark some chosen percentage of the elements with highest K E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)dx
for refinement.
4. Generate the refined mesh T k+1 (by e.g. Rivara bisection [12]), set k = k + 1,
and goto 1.
with the second stopping condition |M (U k ) − M (U k−1 )| < γ ∗ T OL being used
for the case of an orthogonal error representation.

3.5

A priori error estimate of the error indicator

We now derive an a priori estimate for the error indicator with cG(1) approximation of
the dual for the elliptic model problem (the model problem with |β| = 0), and show
that even though the global error estimate is zero: |r(U, Φ)| = 0, the error indicator
function E cG(1) (x) (and thus the error indicators it’s composed of) is of good quality
and converges to the exact error indicator function (the function using the exact dual)
with order 2 + d, with d the geometric dimension.
The key to this analysis is the realization that even if the error representation is
zero: |r(U, Φ)| = 0, the L2 -norm of the error indicator function is typically not:
kE cG(1) (x)kL2 > 0, unless the function itself is zero everywhere, which is not a relevant case.
3.5.1

Standard estimates

We recall some standard estimates for the case of the elliptic model problem, see e.g.
[9, 7]:
An a priori estimate in the L2 norm
kφ − ΦkL2 ≤ Ci h2 kD2 φkL2

(29)

with Ci an interpolation constant.
An a posteriori estimate in the L2 norm
kφ − ΦkL2 ≤ Ci h2 kRΣ (Φ)kL2
with RΣ (Φ) denoting the sum of all contributions to the residual expression.
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(30)

Using (29) and (30) together we see that the residual must be bounded by a constant
independent of h, or else (29) cannot be true:
kRΣ (Φ)kL2 ≤ CR

(31)

which is also true for the primal solution U since the problem is self-adjoint.
A basic estimate of the L2 -projection P f of a function f onto the space Wh :
kP f kL2 ≤ kf kL2

(32)

And the standard interpolation estimates for piecewise linear (cG(1)):
kφ − π cG(1) φkL2 ≤ Ci h2 kD2 φkL2

(33)

and quadratic (cG(2)) polynomials:
kφ − π cG(2) φkL2 ≤ Ci h3 kD3 φkL2
3.5.2

(34)

Derivation of the a priori estimate

We begin by re-arranging our error indicator expressions:

k

M
X
j=1

kE(U, φ)(x) − E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)kL2 =
r(U, φ)Kj θj (x) −
k

M
X

r(U, Φ)Kj θj (x)kL2 =

j=1

M
X
j=1

r(U, φ − Φ)Kj θj (x)kL2

(35)

We then use projected form of the residual (see eq. (49)) to separate out the error in the
dual solution φ.
k

M
X
j=1

r(U, φ − Φ)Kj θj (x)kL2 = k

M
X
j=1

(RΣ (U ), φ − Φ)Kj θj (x)kL2

(36)

We note that the L2 -projection P f of a function f onto the space of piecewise
constants Wh can be written as:
Pf =

Z
M
X
1
f dxθj (x)
|Kj | Kj
j=1

(37)

Writing out the inner product as an integral, we thus see that we have the L2 projection of the integrand RΣ (U )(φ − Φ) onto the space of piecewise constants Wh
weighted by the cell volume |K|:
k

M Z
X
j=1

Kj

RΣ (U )(φ − Φ)dxθj (x)kL2 = k|K|P (RΣ (U )(φ − Φ))kL2
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(38)

Using (32) and |K| ≤ CK hd with d the geometric dimension gives:
k|K|P (RΣ (U )(φ − Φ))kL2 ≤ CK hd kRΣ (U )(φ − Φ)kL2

(39)

Continuing with Cauchy-Schwartz and (29) we get:
CK hd kRΣ (U )(φ − Φ)kL2 ≤CK hd kRΣ (Φ)kL2 kφ − ΦkL2 ≤

CK hd Ci h2 kD2 φkL2 kRΣ (Φ)kL2

(40)

Using (31) and defining the constant C : Ci CK kD2 φkL2 kRΣ (Φ)kL2 ≤ C we have
the sought-after a priori estimate for the cG(1) error indicator E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x):
kE(U, φ)(x) − E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)kL2 ≤ Ch2+d

(41)

We also state a variant of the estimate comparing against a piecewise quadratic dual
ΦcG(2) instead of the exact dual φ:
kE cG(2) (U, Φ)(x) − E cG(1) (U, Φ)(x)kL2 ≤ Ch1+d

(42)

where we have one order less compared to (41), which comes from the fact that the
estimate is based on interpolating a cG(2) function into the cG(1) space, which can
only give order 1, since the interpolation estimate for cG(1) has order 2, and cG(2) has
order 3 (see the interpolation estimates (33) and (34)).

3.6

Error indicator effectivity index

Traditionally, the performance of an a posteriori error estimate and its corresponding
error indicator are measured by the effectivity index Ief f :
Ief f =

|r(U, Φ)|
|(e, ψ)|

(43)

where we expect the index to be 1 for an optimal error estimate.
However, in the case of an orthogonal error representation we see that the index
is 0, which would appear to indicate that the error indicator has zero effectivity and
performance. In the previous section we derived an a priori estimate showing that the
local error indicator of the orthogonal cG(1) error representation is very close to the
non-orthogonal cG(2) error representation (also shown in the computational study below). This appears contradict the statement that the error indicator has zero effectivity
and performance, and motivates an extension of the effectivity concept.
To be able to analyze adaptive methods in this setting we introduce an additional
effectivity index of the error indicator rather than of the error estimate. The error
indicator effectivity index Ieief f of the E cG(1) (x) error indicator is defined as:
cG(1)

Ieief f =

kEK

(x) − EK (x)kL2
|EK (x)kL2

(44)

where we use the compact notation for the error indicators, and with EK (x) the error
indicator resulting from using the exact dual solution φ.
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To achieve a computable error indicator effectivity index, we define the cG(2) ercG(2)
ror indicator effectivity index where we instead use EK (x) as the reference error
indicator, i.e. using a quadratic approximation of the dual:
cG(1)

cG(2)

Ieief f =

kEK

cG(2)

(x) − EK

(x)kL2

cG(2)
kEK (x)kL2

(45)

Ieief f measures the quality of the local error indicator against the local error indicator generated from the exact error representation, which is an error estimate that
cG(2)
is equal to the error and has effectivity index 1. Ieief f similarly measures against the
local error indcator and error estimate with a cG(2) dual, which is considered as an
excellent error estimate [ref], but too expensive for real applications, since it costs as
much as solving the primal problem with a higher order, i.e. a uniform p-refinement. It
thus appears to be an excellent computable reference in a test setting.

4

Method description: projected jump terms

When deriving a classical a posteriori error estimate of a PDE with second-order differential operators, one typically uses integration by parts to generate jump terms on
the interior facets, representing the second derivative. To have a mix of interior and
facet integral terms in the estimate can make the analysis more difficult, requiring trace
estimates and more complex notation. In this section we show how to use an exact
L2 -projection to represent the jump terms as volume terms, greatly simplifying the
analysis and notation.
We recall the starting error estimate:
|(e, ψ)| = |r(U, φ)|

(46)

We now perform integration by parts, moving derivatives on φ back to U to reconstruct the strong residual R(U ) and generate jump terms on the interior facets RJ (U ):
r(U, φ) =

M
X

r(U, φ)Kj =

j=1

M
X
(R(U ), φ)Kj + (RJ (U ), φ)∂Kj

(47)

j=1

where we temporarily drop the absolute value for clarity.
dG(0)
To represent RJ (U ) as a volume term RJ
(U ), we formulate a standard L2 projection onto Wh , the space of discontinuous piecewise constant basis functions
(dG(0)):
dG(0)

(RJ

(U ), v) =

M
X
(RJ (U ), v)∂Kj ,
j=1

∀v ∈ Wh

(48)

The estimate can now be written in the compact form:
dG(0)

|r(U, φ)| = |(R(U ) + RJ

(U ), φ)| = |(RΣ (U ), φ)|

with RΣ (U ) denoting the sum of all contributions to the residual expression.
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(49)

5

Computational results

We present a detailed computational study comparing the cG(1) representation adaptivity method (“rep”) against the cG(2) representation adaptivity method (“quad”), a
standard Cauchy-Schwartz based adaptive method with projected jump terms and first
order interpolation (“jump”), second order interpolation (“jump2”) and uniform mesh
refinement (“uniform”). For the adaptive methods we refine 10% of the marked cells
in each adaptive iteration.
We use the “jump2” solution on the finest mesh as the reference solution, since the
method is standard, robust and well-proven (see e.g. [9]).

5.1

Specific problem statement

We repeat the model problem formulation (8) from above :
r(u, v) = (αu, v) + (∇u, ∇v) + (β · ∇u, v) − (f, v) = 0,

∀v ∈ V

with the standard space V = Hg1 (Ω), Ω ⊂ R2 and g data on the boundary Γ. The
domain is chosen to be a square with a hole in the center:
Ω = (0, 0) × (1, 1) \ (0.48, 0.48) × (0.52, 0.52)

(50)

The data g is chosen to be g = 0 on the outer boundary and g = 10 on the inner hole
boundary.
The convective velocity β is constant and chosen so as not to be aligned with the
cells in a uniform mesh:
β = (−1, −0.61)

(51)

The other coefficients in the equation are varied to generate a range of test problems, and are stated in the test problem list below.
The output functional is chosen as a Gaussian function concentrated in the lowerleft quadrant:
ψ = exp(−20|x − (0.25, 0.25)|2 )
we choose ψ smooth to avoid special treatment of possible discontinuities.
We choose the source term zero: f = 0.
The geometry and a sample solution is shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 1: The geometry and sample solution for the test problems.
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(52)

5.2

Test problems

We use the model problem in (8) and look at three sets of parameters:
Elliptic α = 1,  = 10−1 , |β| = 0, an elliptic test problem where the error representation is orthogonal for the “rep” method. The graphs of convergence and
performance indices are plotted in figure 3. The solution, dual and mesh are
plotted in figure 4, and the error indicator for adaptive iteration 0 and 10 are
plotted in figure 9
Diffusion-dominated α = 1,  = 10−1 , |β| = 1.171, a diffusion-dominated test problem where the error representation is non-orthogonal due to stabilization for the
“rep” method. The graphs of convergence and performance indices are plotted
in figure 5. The solution, dual and mesh are plotted in figure 6, and the error
indicator for adaptive iteration 0 and 10 are plotted in figure 10
By choosing a more refined initial mesh, one could with reasonable cost avoid
having to stabilize the method. With the initial mesh we have here however,
stabilization is required, and this setting thus test the situation where both cases
of the δ stabilization coefficient are used.
Convection-dominated α = 1,  = 10−5 , |β| = 1.171, a convection-dominated test
problem where the error representation is non-orthogonal for the “rep” method
due to stabilization. The graphs of convergence and performance indices are
plotted in figure 7. The solution, dual and mesh are plotted in figure 8, and the
error indicator for adaptive iteration 0 and 10 are plotted in figure 11

5.3

Order verification for the a priori estimate

To verify the order predicted by the a priori estimate we uniformly refine the mesh
kE cG(2),k (U,Φ)(x)−E cG(1),k (U,Φ)(x)k

L2
)
for the test problem above and compute log2 ( kE cG(2),k+1 (U,Φ)(x)−E cG(1),k+1 (U,Φ)(x)k
L2
with k and k + 1. Since the test problem is non-smooth (the corners of the center
hole give singularities in the solution), we also introduce a smooth variant of the test
problem and perform the above order verification for both problems in table 2. We
expect the order for the smooth problem to be 3 (which we strongly verify) and the
order for the non-smooth problem to be reduced, our results seem to give an order of
ca. 2.3.
The smooth variant of the Ellliptic test problem (α = 1,  = 10−1 , |β| = 0) without
the center hole reads:

Ω = (0, 0) × (1, 1)

(53)

The output functional is chosen as a linear function for simplicity:
ψ = x0 + x1

(54)

And the source term is chosen as unity: f = 1 to drive the problem.

6

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper we have investigated an adaptive finite element method where we directly
use the error representation as error indicator, and compute the dual solution in the
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same space as the primal (both cG(1)). We denote the method “cG(1) representation
adaptivity” since we directly use the cG(1) error representation as error indicator. This
approach has historically been discarded a priori since the error representation is orthogonal and equal to zero, and thus has been thought to contain no information. We
have shown the opposite by an a priori estimate of the error indicator and a detailed
computational study, showing that the error indicator defined by the orthogonal error
representation is very close to the to the error indicator defined by the non-orthogonal
error representation using a quadratic approximation of the dual.
For extension to non-linear problems we can use the same approach described in
[13].
Specific conclusions we can derive from the results are:
Convergence of the cG(1) error indicator The cG(1) orthogonal error indicator converges to the exact error indicator (with exact dual) with order 2 + d and to the
cG(2) error indicator with order 1 + d. We prove this in the a priori estimates
(41) and (42), and computationally verify the prediction in table 2.
Similar behavior between the cG(1) and cG(2) error indicators The detailed computational study presented in figures 3-11 shows that the plots of the adaptively
generated meshes, error and error estimates are very similar, a close visual inspection is needed to see differences in the meshes for example.
Good quality error estimate of the cG(1) error indicator with stabilization Using the
cG(1) error indicator for a stabilized method no longer gives an orthogonal error
representation and indicator. Since we have shown that the error indicator is of
very good quality (aside from the orthogonality making the estimate 0) in the
a priori estimate for elliptic problems, we expect the error estimate in the stabilized case to also be of good quality. In figures 5 and 11 we can verify that
this is the case, with the error estimate outperforming the jump estimates by up
to an order of magnitude, except in one point where the quality of the reference
solution may cause an abberation.
Similar performance of cG(1)/CG(2) error indicator and “jump”/”jump2” error indicator
In figures 3, 5 and 11 we see that the error for all the adaptive methods behave
similarly, except for the convection-dominated test case, where the “jump”-type
methods give a significantly lower error than the representation-type methods.
This is something we would like to investigate in the future.
Refinement level
1
2
3
4
5
6

Order for test problem (non-smooth)
2.49
2.41
2.37
2.35
2.35
2.34

Order for smooth test problem
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

Figure 2:
Computational verification of convergence order of cG(1) error indicator with regard to the cG(2) error indicator.
We compute
kE cG(2),k (U,Φ)(x)−E cG(1),k (U,Φ)(x)k

L2
) with k and k + 1 indicating the
log2 ( kE cG(2),k+1 (U,Φ)(x)−E cG(1),k+1 (U,Φ)(x)k
L2
refinement level, which gives the convergence order under uniform refinement (the
mesh size h is halved each refinement level).
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Good quality error indicator efficiency index for the cG(1) error indicator for all cases
cG(2)
We plot the cG(2) error indicator efficiency index Ieief f for the cG(1) error indicator for all test cases in figures 3, 5 and 11, which gives an indication of the
efficiency of the cG(1) error indicator compared to the cG(2) error indicator. We
see that the indicator is below 10% for the elliptic and diffusion-dominated test
problems, and decrease as we refine the mesh, and below 50% for the convectiondominated test case for the coarse meshes, and decreasing to below 10% for the
finer meshes.
Adaptive methods outperforming uniform refinement Lastly, we see that for all test
problems (even the elliptic test problem), the adaptive methods outperform uniform refinement, by up to 3 orders of magnitude in the error.
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Figure 3: Graphs of error control quantities for the test problem (annoted in the graphs).
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Figure 4: Comparison of solution U and dual Φ for all methods for  = 10−1 , |β| = 0
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Representation adaptivity for convection-diffusion,  = 10−1
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Figure 5: Graphs of error control quantities for the test problem (annoted in the graphs).
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Figure 6: Comparison of solution U and dual Φ for all methods for  = 10−1 , |β| =
1.171
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Figure 7: Graphs of error control quantities for the test problem (annoted in the graphs).
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Figure 8: Comparison of solution U and dual Φ for all methods for  = 10−1 , |β| =
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Figure 9: Comparison of adaptive error control quantitites and meshes for all methods
for  = 10−1 , |β| = 0
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Figure 10: Comparison of adaptive error control quantitites and meshes for all methods
for  = 10−1 , |β| = 1.171
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Figure 11: Comparison of adaptive error control quantitites and meshes for all methods
for  = 10−5 , |β| = 1.171
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